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We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy that affects students and their 
surrounding communities. We are a newspaper for students, by students. Our goals are honesty, 
accuracy and originality in reporting. We will hold ourselves accountable for errors in our 
reporting. We invite all readers to participate. 
This is your newspaper. Be a part of it. 
Contact Us 
Send Letters to the Editor, guest columns, story ideas, press releases, general opinions, and corrections to: 
Office: 707.826.3271 | Fax: 707.826.5921 | Calendar: lumberjack.calendar@gmail.com. | Opinion: lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com. 
Feel free to stop by the office in Gist Hall Room 227 at Humboldt State University, 1 Harpst Street, Arcata, CA, 95521 
Advertising 
For advertising rates or to reserve ad space, contact the Lumberjack Advertising Department: 
Office: 707.826.3259 * Fax: 707.826.5921 * E-mail: LINPads@humboldt.edu 
Disclaimer 
The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association. The 
Lumberjack is printed on recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the 
school year. Questions regarding editorial content of the Lumberjack should 
be directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest columnists are not 
necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is published for informational 
purposes and is not constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or 
verification of such commercial ventures by the Lumberjack, Associated Students, 
or HSU. The views and content of the Lumberjack are those of the author and 
not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is provided free of charge to all 
community members. 
Corrections 
-Chris Mark’s name was spelled wrong in last issues 
“Hike of the Week” 
-Everytrail.com was spelled wrong in the last February 
issue 
If you have any Corrections contact us: 
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7,000 MILES FROM HER 
REVOLUTION 
Scottie Lee Meyers 
Staff Writer 
Sara Akl awakens as her phone 
rings. It’s her Mom. She tells Sara 
the news. Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak stepped down. Sara thinks 
it’s a joke. She thinks this could never 
be true. 
Just days ago Ak! calls her Mom. 
The phone rings, no answer - and so 
on to infinity. It rings like a screamed 
echo. Aki worries about her family - 
7,195 miles away in Alexandria, Egypt. 
“The Internet was cut off for a 
couple of days and I’ve been trying to 
watch the news unfold until the Internet 
and the phone lines came back and | 
was able to hear from my family what 
was really going on in the streets,” says 
Aki, “It was the most horrible two days 
of my life.” 
Aki is at HSU on a one-year aca- 
  
 
Sara Akl watched her friends 
revolt in her native Egypt 
from HSU. 
| Catherine Wong 
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demic exchange program. She’s 
a senior English major and 
speaks four languages. She likes 
Humboldt. The ocean beaches 
remind her of home — except it is 
warm enough to swim in the wa- 
ters of Egypt without a wetsuit. 
The Egyptian revolution started 
Jan. 25 with the “Day of Rage.” 
Tens of thousands of protesters 
revolted throughout Egypt — mainly 
in the capital of Cairo. The demon- 
strations in Egypt were fueled by 
acts of civil resistance in nearby 
Tunisia. Like gunpowder lit by a 
fuse, the Arab world continues to 
erupt with acts of civil resistance. 
“| felt [the revolution] was a 
long time coming,” says Akl. 
See REVOLUTION 
Page 9 
Sherif Abu-Elwafa protests Hosni Mubarak 
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   BOOKSTORE BUDGET 
DIRECTOR TO PRESENT AN OPTION TO LEASE OUT 
OPERATIONS TO A CORPORATE BOOKSELLER 
Scottie Lee Meyers 
Staff Writer 
The Humboldt State University Bookstore sits be- 
hind the clock tower — literally behind the hands of time. 
A projected $358,000 deficit this fiscal year looms over 
the bookstore which means a corporate bookseller like 
Barnes & Noble could come to Humboldt State. 
The University Center Board of Directors -- a 
14-member group of HSU students, faculty, alumni 
and community members -- meets Thursday to hear 
a presentation by Interim Executive Director Dave 
Nakamura. Nakamura will assess the store’s financ- 
es and options for future operation. One option that 
Nakamura will present is to lease out operations to a 
corporate bookseller like that of industry giant Barnes 
& Noble College Booksellers. The meeting will start at 
5 p.m. in the UC Banquet Room and is open to the 
public. 
Nakamura sits next to a picture of his golden re- 
trievers in his office above the Kate Buchanan Room. 
Though he wears blue jeans and a fleece sweatshirt, 
his answers aren’t casual. He takes time to calculate 
his statements. “It’s financially and logistically chal- 
lenging to operate a bookstore in the modern era,” 
says Nakamura. 
College bookstores are in a competitive en- 
vironment, says Stacy Waymire, executive direc- 
tor of Independent College Bookstore Association. 
The University Center Board of Directors meets at 5 p.m. 
Thursday, March 3 in the University Center Banquet Room. 
Board of Directors Contact Info 
Melanie Barnett — Student-at-large | mb|25@humboldt.edu 
Kristy Eden — AS VP for Student Affairs | klel 8@humboldt.edu 
Jennifer Mahoney — Student-at-large | jrm!37@humboldt.edu 
Mite aro MILs ele (aera eo SEO e ote 
Iban Rodriguez — AS President | ir! 5@humboldt.edu 
Macy Stewart — RHA | mms!23@humboldt.edu 
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The HSU Bookstore may have to lease to a 
corporation to fix its budget. | Catherine Wong 
The competition grows with websites like Amazon, 
HalfPricedbooks and Bookrenter. “Anyone with a text- 
book and a computer is a competitor,” Waymire Says. 
The Independent College Bookstore Association is 
a cooperative of institutional collegiate bookstores. Its 
mission is to help institutional bookstores like HSU’s 
compete against lease-operated or privately-owned 
bookstores. Waymire says 60 percent of collegiate 
bookstores are institutionalized and 40 percent are 
leased operations. 
“| think you can run a successful college bookstore 
as any number of models and be successful,” says 
Waymire. “But you have to be well-run. There would 
be no point if you’re losing money, you would want to 
change management or services.” 
HSU’s bookstore is unlike others. It offers services 
that many campuses don’t. The bookstore operates 
a full service postal station and accepts PG&E pay- 
ments. It’s also the home of the University Ticket Office 
and Copy Center which provides tickets to events 
sponsored by CenterArts and by the music and theatre 
departments. 
Organizations like the Independent College 
Bookstore Association say lease operators are not the 
best fit for a college campus. “The number one goal 
of institutional bookstores is to meet the needs of the 
students and faculty,” says 
Waymire, “The number one 
goal for lease operators is to 
make a profit.” 
Follett Higher Education 
leads the collegiate corpo- 
rate bookstore industry. Joe 
Skaggs, vice president of 
marketing at Follett, says cor- 
porate lease operators would 
alleviate the bookstores 
budget deficit. Follett pays 
a commission to the school 
based on a percentage of 
gross sales. 
“We purchase all the in- 
ventory and basically that 
inventory represents dollars 
that are tied up on the shelf 
waiting to be sold,” says Skaggs, “We monetise the 
inventory within the first 30 days of the arrangement so 
that the school has a check for the value of the inven- 
tory and can reinvest it in other things.” 
Skaggs says they rehire all existing employees at 
the store. The HSU Bookstore has eight full-time em- 
ployees and about 40 to 50 student employees. 
In 2006, Sonoma State University’s bookstore 
faced a situation much like HSU’s. A local indepen- 
dent business - North Light Books - owned and oper- 
ated Sonoma’s bookstore. After financial struggles, the 
university decided to terminate its contract with North 
Light and bring in Barnes & Noble College Booksellers. 
The decision was unpopular with faculty and stu- 
dents. In protest, some university professors gave their 
textbook orders to now off-campus North Light Books. 
According to the Associated Press, “over 50 percent 
more professors gave their book orders to North Light 
than the year before, ordering some 575 tities. North 
Light had to expand to meet the need.” 
Erik Dickson saw Sonoma State’s bookstore tran- 
sition firsthand. Dickson is the executive director for 
Sonoma’s Associated Students. Dickson says that 
bringing in Barnes & Noble caused a division on cam- 
pus, spurred by a natural suspicion of corporations. 
But it also brought cheaper textbooks and profitability. 
“The most important thing that it did was that it led 
to a campus discussion,” says Dickson, “Do we bring 
in corporations? What is the culture of our campus?” 
The culture at HSU suggests that it would be diffi- 
cult to bring a corporation like Barnes & Noble or Follett 
to campus. Ron Rudebock, Director of Dining Services 
at HSU, tells the story of Starbucks on campus. 
“The Depot once sold Starbucks coffee in the lo- 
cation that is now Muddy Waters,” says Rudebock. 
“Several students at HSU were disappointed with 
Starbucks as a corporation. The students felt there 
were local coffee roasters that could do just as good of 
a job - if not better - and that it was better to support 
the local roasters.” 
Scottie Lee Meyers may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
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Wednesday, March 2 
11:34 p.m. UPD received a report of harassment at “unknown.” It 
helps to know where you are when you call for help. 
Thursday, March 3 
1:32 p.m. A suspicious road flare was found burning in the middle 
of the street at LK Wood Boulevard and Granite Avenue. Police found it 
extinguished, and so extinguished the investigation. 
9:04 p.m. Police got a call about an assault near the ATM next to the Depot. Neither the victim nor assail- 
ant were found but if they were Irish they were likely drinking beer together in the Depot after the fight. 
Friday, March 4 
1:23 a.m. A suspicious package was reported near the the bus stop at Library Circle. It was gone when 
police arrived, prompting a sigh of relief as emergency evacuations are a lot of work. 
Saturday, March 5 
1:05 a.m. UPD dispatch got a silent 9-1-1 call from the call box on LK Wood Boulevard near College 
Creek. No emergency was found but another false call came from the call box on Granite Avenue at 2:34 a.m. 
Fake 9-1-1 calls: fun until you get caught by the people that don’t think it’s funny. 
1:21 a.m. A Campus Apartments resident called police about a prankster who was knocking on windows 
and running away, in a throwback to an era preceding doorbells and the Ding-Dong Ditch. 
NEW EQUIPMENT 
FOR UPD DISPATCH 
Edgar Burgara 
Staff Writer 
The University Police 
Department will renovate its 
dispatch equipment and con- 
sole furniture. The estimated 
cost is $100,000. 
About $80,000 of that will 
go to upgrade UPD’s 9-1-1 
technology. The other $20,000 
will purchase new dispatch 
console furniture. 
The new 9-1-1 equipment 
and installation will be paid for 
by State of California’s 9-1-1 
Office funds in Sacramento, 
said UPD Chief Tom Dewey. 
“No CSU or HSU funds are be- 
ing spent on the 9-1-1 phone 
equipment.” 
- The renovations, which be- 
gin after commencement and 
will be completed by the start 
of fall semester, are part of a 
statewide initiative to update 
dispatch center. 
University dispatch supervi- 
sor Becky Schuette said, “The 
new 9-1-1 equipment system 
will allow dispatchers to more 
accurately respond to wireless 
voice, text and video.” The sys- 
tem will also allow dispatchers 
to view the geographic loca- 
tion of callers using GPS, if it’s 
activated on their phone. 
The use of GPS will provide 
dispatchers with live longitude 
and latitude coordinates of 
moving devices. Because not 
all cell phones use GPS, the 
dispatch center will still have to 
use its current method of find- 
ing the caller’s location based 
on cell phone towers. 
The other estimated 
$20,000 of the renovation 
project will be used to replace 
broken dispatch furniture. 
Chief Dewey said, “Most or all 
of the console furniture will be 
purchased using State 9-1-1 
office funds.” 
University dispatcher Jan 
Schessler, who prefers to work 
night shifts because of the 
more interesting calls, said “It'll 
be nice to have new console 
furniture.” It’s limiting that the 
console desk no longer adjusts 
to fit the four dispatchers who 
alternate shifts, said Schessler. 
Edgar Burgara may be contacted at thejack@ 





Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc. 
Arcata Dental Office 
Cosmetic Bonding 
Wisdom Teeth 
Root Canal Treatment 
Ultrasonic Cleaning 
Mercury Free Fillings 
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound 
Emergency Care 
Oral Conscious Sedation 
Welcome back students! 
New Patients We Cater to 
Welcome Cowards 
1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822.5105     







Great connections to Mexico 
" 59 La Paz “4 69 Mazatlan 
Loreto Puerto Vallarta 
All fares are one way and do not require a round-trip purchase. 
See below for travel requirements, other restrictions, 




Mules tins Slrpmnzhr 
HURRY! PURCHASE BY 3/15 FOR TRAVEL FROM 3/15 - 5/15 
can 
*FARE SALE RULES: Valid From: Eureka. Advance Purchase: 14 days. Exception: Mexico lias 10 advance purchase restriction (walk-up). Purchase By: 3/15/10. Travel From: 
3/15/10. Complete Travel By: 5/15/11. Day/Time Availability: Within the U.S.: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday. To/from Mexico: Monday through Friday, 
Exception: Service to/from La Paz does not operate on Tuesday or Friday. Blackout Dates: Travel to Mexico: Mar, 16-20, 23-27, and Mar. 30-Apr. 3, 2011. Travel from Mexico: Mar. 
25-28, Apr. 1-4, 7-11, 2011. No blackout dates for travel within the U.S. Not Included in the Fares Shown: U.S. Airport Passenger Facility Charges of up to $9 (amount depends 
on itinerary), U.S. Federal Segment Tax of $3.70 per segment (take-off and landing), Sept. 11 Security Fee of $2.50 per enplanement. Additionally to Mexico: U.S. Immigration 
User Fee of $7, U.S. APHIS Fee of $5, U.S. International Transportation Tax of $16.30, Mexico International Departure Tax of up to $40.00 (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange 
rate), Mexico Tourism Tax of up to $24.00 (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange rate), Mexico Transportation Tax of 4% of the fare (fluctuates with dollar-peso exchange rate). 
Additional U.S. taxes may apply to itineraries involving’a U.S. stopover of more than 12 hours duration, Other Important Information: All taxes and fees shown are based on 
one way travel and may be doubled if traveling round trip. Tickets are non-refundable, but can be changed for a $75 fee when changes are made online at alaskaair.com ($100 
when changes are made through our reservation call center) and any applicable changes in fare. A ticket purchased at a Horizon Air or Alaska Airlines airport location or through 
one of our reservation call centers will cost $15 more per person than the advertised fare. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights or all days. Some markets 
may not operate daily service. All fares, taxes, and fees are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice and other restrictions apply. Some flights may be operated 
by or in conjunction with Alaska Airlines or one of our alliance partners. A $20 per bag charge will apply for up to three checked bags. Additional fees apply to check more than 
three bags or overweight or oversized items. See our checked baggage policy at alaskaair.com for more details
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April 29-May 1,201) ¢ ANTH 485 
nme A: e Camp with Karuk basket weavers,     storytellers and elders 
e Learn from members of the 
Karuk Basket Weavers and Calif. 
Indian Basket Weavers Assoc. 
e Interact one-on-one with the 
basket weavers and herbalists 
e Earn two units of Special 
Session credit in ANTH 485 
e Learn about indigenous life ways 
relative to the local environment 
e Visit the Native Plants Garden 
e Enjoy potluck dinner with 
the basket weavers 
April 20: Mandatory Orientation Meeting. April 29-May 1: Camping near Orleans, Calif. 
SPACE STILL AVAILABLE! APPLY BY MARCH 25! 
Just $400 —- 2 units (ANTH 485) and meals included! 
For more details and to apply, visit: 
www.humboldt.edu/ethnobotany 
or contact instructors: 
Mary Glenn, HSU Anthropology Dept.: 826-3126 
Leslie Vandermolen, HSU Biology Dept.: 826-3233 
 
 
Over 20 strains to choose from 
No membership fees to join! 
  
   
The Humboldt County Collective 
Eureka’s only Medical Marijuana Collective! 
1670 Myrtle Avenue, Suite B 
Eureka, Ca 95501 (707) 442 - 2420 
        
  
The World In Briefs 
Afghanistan 
Nine boys were killed in a NATO air strike in a rural 
area of Kunar Provence. The boys, aged 9 to 15, were 
mistaken for insurgents while gathering wood on a hill- 
side. General David Petraeus, who commands the nearly 
decade-long NATO mission in Afghanistan, personally 
apologized to Afghan President Hamid Karzai. Karzai re- 
jected the apology and pointed to civilian deaths as fuel- 
ing the insurgency there. 
China 
Police in China arrested at least 17 foreign journalists 
last week as crackdowns on media, activists and Web 
activity ramp up in the wake of unrest in North Africa. 
More police are on the streets in potential protest areas 
and Web pages with key phrases referencing Egyptian 
protests are unavailable. China has meanwhile increased 
security and shut Tibet off from foreign travellers. The 
restrictions come ahead of the third anniversary of an- 
ti-government demonstrations that saw Tibetans attack 
and kill 22 ethnic Han Chinese people. 
Cuba 
The trial of an aid worker from the United States end- 
ed, but the verdict has not been announced. Alan Gross 
was arrested in 2009 for setting up illegal Internet con- 
nections, which Cuba charges as crimes against the 
state. The United States called for his release and stated 
that increased relations with Cuba cannot continue until 
Gross’ release. 
Kosovo 
Officials from Serbia and Kosovo agreed to meet for 
diplomatic negotiations for the first time since Kosovo 
declared independence in 2008. Both parties hope enter- 
ing the European Union-sponsored discussions will in- 
crease the chances of entrance for the two Balkan E.U. 
hopefuls. Topics will include Kosovo's airspace, telecom- 
munications and economics. 










   
    























    
   
  
    
  




Junior oceanography major Madelyn 
Walker is a student leadership intern for the 
Service Learning program at HSU. Interns are 
in charge of organizing events such as the Day 
of Caring, Plant a Row for the Hungry and other 
student volunteer opportunities. “| make con- 
nections with the community to get volunteer 
opportunities for students,” Walker said. She 
agrees that this program is important for stu- 
dents to become involved in and is a fun way 
to learn and reach out to others. “You meet 
community needs while re-enforcing what you 
learn,” she said. 
Humboldt State is one of 23 CSU cam- 
puses highlighted for its Service Learning pro- 
gram. With a faculty development program, 
community partners and student leadership 
interns, students involved in Service Learning 
experience hands-on learning while serving 
the community. Open since 2000, the Service 
Learning program gives students an oppor- 
tunity to make a difference in the community, 
while applying what they learn in the class- 
room. 
“Research shows that the Service Learning 
program is beneficial for students because they 
apply what they are learning in real life situa- 




































































































MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE COMMUNITY 
AND THE CLASSROOM 
CN
 
the program. Bolick-Floss works with faculty, 
community partners and student interns to or- 
ganize events and write grants. “This program 
involves academic-based service learning that 
deepens students connection with the com- 
munity and their studies,” she said. 
Stacey Baker, the community partner, helps 
to connect faculty who are involved in the 
center with community partners. “Students 
are making real-world connections,” she said. 
“There are amazing projects being conducted 
in the community.” 
HSU hosted the Regional Service Learning 
Conference Friday March 4, with English pro- 
fessor Corey Lewis as keynote speaker. Lewis 
talked about service learning, the importance 
of community outreach and his book, “Reading 
the Trail.” Lewis read a quote by Sir Edward 
Hail that captured the mission of service learn- 
ing. “You’re only one person. You can’t do ev- 
erything, but you can do something, and that 
can make a difference.” 
One of Lewis’ classes involves students 
working on the Arcata Educational Farm which 
grows food as a community service. “Students 
get the opportunity to make a difference in the 
world,” Lewis said. “They also have the op- 
portunity to make a difference in themselves.” 
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Master of Social Work ana 
Chee TCM eh HILO el! ee 
Azusa Pacific University’s graduate programs 
empower you to put compassion into action. 
Prepare to make a difference. 
Master of Social Work 
e Internships in the Greater Los Angeles area 
e Integration of faith and social work practice 
e Full-time and part-time options 
For more information, visit www.apu.edu/explore/msw/. 
Graduate Psychology Programs 
e APA-accredited Psy.D. Program 
e M.A. in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis in Marriage 
and Family Therapy 
e Alignment with current California licensure requirements 
For more information, visit www.apu.edu/explore/graduatepsychology/. 
TY AZUSA PACIFIC 
JQ UNIVERSITY 
901 E. Alosta Ave. » Azusa, CA 91702 
9473 
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NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 201 1 
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 
AT 4:30 P.M. 
Gain valuable experience! 
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HSU Dining Services 
Earn “J” Points, Bookstore 
NRT emen Te MG 
cap and gown at graduation! 
RN eID B CST 







@, HSU Emergency 
Alert System Test 
The University Police Department will be 
conducting a test of the Campus 
Emergency Alert System on: 
In the event of a real 
emergency, three methods to 
alert the University may be 
used: 
e Emergency Public Address 
System 
e Campus Signage 
e Cellular Text Messages 
  March 23 at 11:45 AM ey 
Humboldt State University will test its Emergency Alert 
System on Wednesday, March 23 from 11:45 to Noon 
The Emergency Public Address System will activate campus- 
wide. There will be a series of audible tones, strobe lights and 
recorded messages alerting the campus community that a test 
is in progress and where to turn for additional information: 
www.humboldt.edu, 826-INFO, and KHSU 90.5 FM radio. 
Campus signage will be posted that morning and an 
emergency test text message will be sent out to those who 
have registered their cell phone number through the HSU 
Account Center (remember, if you have changed vendors, you 
need to re-register your cell phone number and vendor). 
This test is being conducted in conjunction with the county- 
wide Tsunami Warning Communications Test that will happen 
between 11:00 to Noon on the same day. This test is to raise 
Tsunami Awareness and to test the Del Norte, Humboldt, and 
Mendocino Counties Emergency Alert Systems. 
No Evacuations Are Necessary! 
Once the University is alerted to an 
emergency, the best places for additional 
information are: 
e www.humboldt.edu 
e 826-INFO (4636) 
e KHSU (90.5 FM) 
Please visit one of these sources during the 
test and give us your feedback: 
response@humboldt.edu   















































Staff Writer Students at HSU now have additional help when it comes to 
academic success. When the Redbull energy stimulates your 
mind in no focused direction and your scholastic desperation 
closes in, Tutor.com can come to your aide with 24 hour support, seven days a week. 
The new service is the next plan of action to improve student retention. Although associate dean 
of student retention Jyoti Rawal is was not available for comment, HSU spokesperson Paul Mann 
explains via e-mail, ”The new project is funded from $10,000 in state lottery funds.” 
This “pilot” project is aimed at helping students manage course work at times inconvenient for 
faculty and staff. The website, available through the Learning Center has specialists in all subjects 
including higher level math courses. 
Jennifer Kohn, public relations representative for the online company, says the program’s success 
is in part due to “accessibility and availability of quality instructors. It helps with the stress and pain 
associated with school by giving immediate help to students struggling.” 
The tutors are qualified instructors and former teachers from the U.S. and Canada. “We have some 
tutors that are engineers and even some NASA scientists,” said Kohn. 
The site offers assistance on homework, test preparation, and help with special projects. “Across 
the country we see about 6,000 sessions daily and these are about 20-30 minute sessions on aver- 
age,” said Kohn. 
The website allows students to navigate a virtual classroom in a familiar chat-styled forum, while a 
digital white board allows students to work out more complex problems under supervision of people 
with experienced know-how. Other features include voice-chat, Spanish-language tutoring and an 
iTunes application for hand-held devices. 
In 10 years of operations, Tutor.com has demonstrated] enormous success including garnering 
attention from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Last December, they were awarded a $1.8 mil- 
lion grant to provide professional educators with technical instruction on educational technologies 
and mathematics. The company also provides free tutoring for over 2,000 public libraries across the 
country. 
The Learning Center’s tutorial coordinator, Michelle Myamoto, recommends students use the new 
service in partnership with face-to-face tutors to maximize success. For students with learning dis- 
abilities or other issue “tutoring is available for free through organizations such as E.O.P. , I.T.E.P and 
selected athletic programs.” 
“Our program has a 95 percent approval rating,” said Kohn. This is gauged by a user response 
survey filled out after every session. Users rate the quality in terms of whether the service helped 
with completing assignments, improving grades 
or helping build confidence. 
Check out the Online Tutoring 
Danny Froloff may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
Center at http//www.humboldt. 
edu/learning 
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Amps, Mics, Effects 
Interfaces, Recorders 
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Sci-Fi Pint and Pizza Nigh 
6-10 p.m. All Ages 
OL CML | 
Rushmore by Wes Anderson 
Doors at 7:30 p.m. $5 Rated R 
; mL 
Starship Troopers 
Doors at 7:30 pan. $5 Rated R 
MYC med ket 
7 Willow 
Doors at 5:30 p.m. $5 Rated PG 
, Weduesday 5/16 
Ye gM elma reese ile lilt 
6-10 p.m. All Ages 
OC Cm ES 
CNA elstg 
UVR ON LE ee CCIE 
RYT aL LM AG 
7 Grease 
Doors at 7:30 p.m. $5 Rated PG 
Sunday 3/20 
The Dark ae et a 
Doors at 5:30 p.m. $5 Rated PG 
  
“The reaction from the gov- 
ernment was too violent. The 
national security is the most 
terrorizing institution in Egypt.” 
Egypt’s uprising lasted for 
18 days before it culminated on 
Feb. 11 when Hosni Mubarak, 
Egypt’s president for the last 29 
years, resigned. Egypt's constitu- 
tion is suspended and the military 
is in power, where it vows to stay 
for six months or until elections 
can be held. 
Egypt’s Health Ministry says 
365 people were killed and 5,500 
were injured in the unrest. The 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
says more than 1,000 people 
were arrested. 
Akl’s parents did not join the 
protest because they live near an 
Egyptian military base. “There’s 
been really tough security in 
the streets,” says Akl. “So they 
weren't even able to go down 
and get groceries for a while.” But 
most of Akl’s friends went to join 
the other hundreds of thousands 
of demonstrators in the streets. 
Like most people her age, 
Akl uses Facebook to keep in 
touch with her friends. Her friends 
quickly became a news source as 
they updated their profiles. She 
says they posted statuses thal 
read “We are not going to leave. 
We are staying here, no matter 
what happens.” 
She is encouraged by the sen- 
sitivity HSU students have shown 
her. Classmates asked about her 
friends and family and how she 
felt about the uprising. Even those 
who didn’t know anything about it 
were interested to hear. 
Akl will return to Egypt af- 
ter the spring semester. “I’m re- 
ally nervous about going back, | 
don’t think I’m ready,” says Akl. 
“So much has changed and |’m 
nervous about how I'll be when | 
go back. It will be really weird go- 
ing back because it’s a complete 
change.” But when she does get 
back, she knows exactly what 
she wants to do. “The first thing 
I’m going to be doing of course 
is to see what | can do to join the 
Cause.” 




   
SIT * TALK * EAT * DRINK « LAUGH * CELEBRATI 
   
HSU Students & Faculty 
with coupon. Expires 4/21/i 
10% off | 
Hours WED-SUIN from 5:30 p.m. 
WWW. bizoucafe COM 
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Vleet the Wusictan 
Quail Quetes frem Quailfish 
Local band Quailfish sings stories of vikings, blood and girls with a surprising twist in sound. Quailfish 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 9, 2011 
THEJACKONLINE.ORG jg 
Stephanie Giles 
invades house parties in Arcata and makes crowds break out in a wild dance. The band includes HSU eee 
students Nathan Payne and Hayden Waller who both strum acoustic-electric guitars while singing. The Staff Writer 
band also includes students Dillon Glusker picking the bass and Will Bookout on the drums. Junior psy- 
chology major Katie Voskuyl is a Quailfish fan. “Their style of music is so unique from other bands I've 
heard,” she said. Voskuy!l goes to the house parties that the band hosts, featuring performances from 
other local bands and Du’s. “They support other musicians while they share their home, their music and 
their passion,” Voskuy! said. The Lumberjack asked Quailfish some questions. 
A little over a year now. 
: Just kinda off the top of our heads. 
: Well, specifically, | had been’saying the word “Quail” with other 
words all day, and eventually “fish” found its way into the equation. 
: We liked the way those two words sounded together, and the idea of 
a Quailfish is pretty great to think about. 
: Slayer! And other metal influences. 
: | was in a jam band when | was in high school so that’s what influences 
my sound. 
: Classic and alternative rock. 
: Instrumental music. 
: It's hard-to put a label on it. 
: | would say we’re a mix between these three bands: Modest 
Mouse, Wilco and My Morning Jacket. 
:.| like to call it acoustic dance rock. 
: We’ve played at Blondie’s a couple times, and Local Lixx on ree 
Also the Northern Rockies Folk Festival in Sun Valley, Idaho. 
: We play at Quailhouse a lot because every time we play at someone 
else’s house, it gets busted, but the cops love us. 
: We try to play at other peoples’ houses, and we would like to do more 
of that. If anyone wants us to have a show at their house that won’t get noise 
complaints, they should let us know! 
: We are going to record in Portland over spring break and we are play- 
ing the Northern Rockies Folk Festival again over the summer. 
: More shows. 
: We want to play in Madison Square Garden, but in its future 
form: Madison Cube 
Garden. And on the ISS 
(International Space 
Station). 
: Life, blood, 
vikings, and girls. 
: Yeah I’d say 
that about covers it. 
: My songs are 
about life and the three 
T’s: trials, tribulations and 
triumphs. 
: | just drum. My voice 
comes out through my 
drums.    
: The babes. We 
call them Quailbait. 
: (laughs) That and the energy. 
: Those are the big two (laughs). We like to see people dancing to our 
ale i-j[en 
: Yeah the fun atmosphere of a show. 
: Have as much fun as possible. 
: Don’t take yourself too seriously. 
: Be patient. 
: Have a good time, and also realize that if you want to get anywhere, 
you have to make an effort. 
Stephanie Giles may be 
contacted at thejack@ 
humboldt.edu 
¢ Be oe area 
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WORD ON THE STREET: 
How will the rising gas prices affect your life? 
  
Clay Hutton, nursing 
junior: It'll probably influence how much | 
go back to where | live because it’s pretty 
expensive to go back and forth, but not too 
bad because everything is pretty close. It’s a 
pretty good transit system around here too, 
so if worse comes to worst, | can always 
take the bus. 
  
    
  
Amanda McKaskle, pre-med ju- 
nior: Rising gas prices have affected 
everything from some studies that 
we’ve done for classes. They have 
to be closer...people aren’t willing to 
drive as far. Just being able to go any- 
where between classes.   
   
  
Steven Butler, computer science junior: 
They probably won’t affect my lifestyle choices, 
but they’ll obviously cost me more money. $3 
versus $4 a gallon isn’t going to make a big 
difference on the car | drive. | take the bus to 
school right now to save money, and I’d prob- 
ably do the same if it was $2 a gallon. 
  
    
  
Christopher Kirk, forestry production 
senior: |’|| be spending more money on gas 
which means |’ll have less money to spend on 










































856 10th St., Arcata 
(707) 826-2739 
Open 
Noon to 11 daily 
PT MCT meee 
UPCOMING SHOWS/EVENTS 
Greensky Bluegrass 
Wednesday, March 9 @ 9:30 pm $10/12 
Owe Sea eee pal ts 
Thursday, March 10 @ 8:30 pm Free 
Beer & Buffet featuring 
Deschutes Brewery 
Friday, March 11 @ 6:30 - 9:30 pm $25 
Open Mic Night 
Monday, March 14 @ 8:30 pm Free 
Michelle Shocked 
Thursday, March 17 @ 7:30 pm 
HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING 
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM 
We have the largest a 
VEGETARIAN MENU | 
in town!    
the Plaza... 
761 8th St. 
On the Arcata Plaza PLAZA 
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POWDER 
Brandon Jones walks into the Bank of America on the Arcata plaza. This is the 
Humboldt State student's last stop on his way out of town. As he withdraws money, 
he explains to the bank employee that he is going down to Mt. Bachelor to celebrate 
the New Year on his snowboard. Be careful, the woman behind the counter says, 
an HSU student just died snowboarding in Whistler. His name was Cooper Plaxco. 
“| just broke down, right there in the middle of the Bank of America,” says Jones. 
“Cooper was my riding partner.” - 
Jones is one of the presidents of HSU’s snowboarding club, the Snowjacks. 
Plaxco invited him along on his family trip to Whistler, but Jones could not afford the 
plane ticket. “I should have been there with him,” says Jones. 
Plaxco, an HSU sophomore, was reported missing Christmas Eve. His body was 
found Christmas day. 
Resort officials say 
Plaxco died after crash- 
ing into a creek. He was 
within park boundaries, 
but off the groomed ski 
trails. High winds, heavy 
snowfall and freezing 
temperatures created * If you’re a beginner, stay on the 
low visibility, a possible ibibo to avoid dangers 
explanation for Plaxco’s 
death. Officials say 5 
Ye feet of fresh snow 
fell that week. Though 
Plaxco arrived at the re- 
sort with his family, he 
was riding alone when 
he crashed. 
Alex Gautreaux was 
also alone when he died 
snowboarding. 
Low visibility and a 
storm warning were re- 
ported when Gautreaux, 
a recent HSU graduate, 
arrived at Mount Shasta 
on Feb.17. The moun- 
tain was covered in fresh powder and the National Weather Service predicted three 
to seven more inches by nightfall—the perfect powder day. 
Like Plaxco, Gautreaux was reported missing around nightfall. His body was 
found three days later in a tree well. He was completely buried in the fresh powder 
that fell since the search began. It is likely he asphyxiated. 
“No friends on powder days,” is a popular saying among snowboarders. It deco- 
rates stickers and tee-shirts and even has its own website. It conveys the popular 
opinion among boarders that the call of fresh snow is strong enough to leave even 
Snowboard Safety Tips 
¢ Never ride alone. 
* Be courteous. Let other riders 
know if you are coming up beside 
them by calling out. 
* Check weather conditions and 
know the mountain routes before 
you go. 
Always attach your leash. It’s 
the easiest way to keep from 
hurting anothér person. 
* Make sure your board matches your weight. 
A lighter person needs a shorter board while a 
heavier person needs a longer board. 
* Beginners should look for boards with 
flexibility. 
No FRIENDS ON 




your best friends behind. 
While the saying is unfamiliar to Kevan Malin, an experienced rider with 15 years 
under his belt, he understands what it means. “You just want to get out there and 
be by yourself on a nice powder day,” explains Malin, who is also the store manger 
of the Outdoor Store. “Especially if you are with an inexperienced rider or someone 
who is slower. It’s difficult not to leave them behind.” 
But powder days are dangerous if you are alone. For both Plaxco and Gautreaux, 
ideal conditions led to tragic endings. 
An ongoing tally by the San Francisco Chronicle reports at least 16 deaths across 
the Western United States this winter season. Of these deaths, several have been 
caused by situations similar to Plaxco and Gautreaux’s. Experienced boarders, riding 
alone, find themselves in 
life threatening situations 
with no one nearby to 
help. 
Paul Baugher, risk 
manager for Crystal 
Mountain Resort in 
Washington, says 
Gautreaux died in a Non- 
Avalanche Related Snow 
Immersion Death. There 
are two ways immersion 
deaths occur. 
The first is when a 
rider falls into a tree well. 
A tree well is a deep 
hole formed around the 
base of a tree. This hole 
is hidden by snow that 
sticks to low branches. 
Tree wells are especial- 
me ° Pliable boots allow for 3 7 Serer ous. : . nee more mobility when falling I falls in headfirst, like in 
at odd angels. ss m™ Gautreaux’s case, be- 
cause they are strapped 
to a board and unable to 
Graphic By Kaci Poor - Image by Soren Hoven pull themselves upright. 
Studies show that 90 percent of people who voluntarily put themselves into tree wells 
are unable to then rescue themselves, says Baugher.The second type of immersion 
death occurs when a rider falls into deep powdery snow and becomes trapped. 
Malin says the best way to avoid trouble, like getting stuck in snow, is to stay 
with a group of people. Jones agrees. “Even though it can be hard, you need to find 
a group of people with the same skill level as you,” he says. “No one wants to be 
waited on, and no one wants to wait.” 
Malin also advises that snowboarders keep a few safety basics in mind while 
Butt, knee and wrist pads 
elp prevent minor falls from 
becoming major injuries. 
mm ° Beginners should look for 
soft, flexible boots. 
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(CENTER) Justin Walker is a little too late in st 






riding. First and foremost, al- 
ways wear a helmet. “It only 
takes one of the thousand 
times your go riding to fall and 
hit your head. Then that’s it. 
You’re done,” Malin cautions. 
In addition, boarders should re- 
member to be courteous. Call 
out when passing someone on 
a run and keep your leash at- 
tached to show other boarders 
respect and avoid injury. 
“Snowboarding is like surf- 
ing. | wouldn’t just go out and 
tackle Mavericks, one of the 
biggest waves in the world, 
without knowing | could handle 
it,” says Malin. “Snowboarders 
just need to remember to use 
common sense and be pre- 
pared.” 
In all sports it is better to be 
safe than sorry. In snowboard- 
ing the easiest way to do that 
is to ride with a friend--even on 
powder days. 
Kaci Poor may be 
contacted at thejack@ 
humboldt.edu 
Elizabeth Sorrel! 
opping a kick. The men's rugby team lost against 
We offer lots of Med aes 
aC Oa AES 
SST LTT LA 
Fortuna California 
707 725-7911 
www. HumboldtHe althyFoods .com 
  
 
   
   




Fiesta Grill & Cantina 
3525 Janes Rd 
822-4600 &co 
Bar: 822-1413 OM us! 
Closed Sunday es. 
‘eo 
be Pa & re. 
<< nl 
  
Thank you students 
amunity for  
    Ieh Festa Cr & Cann oer uncn an ean has ‘ami’ 
iat oe exelent eice and great od, on ee ba sot 




Tqula rom Seo. Te Sot oe er | 
0 ed mes a apes fy Hoi OFM, | |     
~\ 1 bs ig 
The Mateel Community Center Presents 
Poa 2 8a 6 ; 
race prio O le 
watee. Community Cer ter eaaied or, 
a Doors: 7pm - wusic: Spi, 
SUae Goren, i, Met
  
Reach in and get lucky! 
Pot of Gold discounts up to 50% off every 
purchase between March! 0*-17*. 
Good Iudk to ya Lassie! 
THE (B HOSPICE 
Shop/ 
6th & H Streets, Arcata 
826-2545 
Open Monr-Fn 10am-5:30pm, Sat. 1Oam-Spm 
Donations accepted Mon-Sat     
ANGELS OF ae, i 
Arcata’s Largest 
Thrift store 
* Open 7 days 
a week 
A Project uri 
tlle 
YOUtTHNADIItYy Inc. * 
“Hope is the dream of a Soul awake”  
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CoAcH STEVE KINDER: 
THE INSPIRATION 
BEHIND THE CoURT 
Stephanie Giles 
Staff Writer 
Coach Steve Kinder led the HSU’s men’s 
basketball team to College Colegiate Athletics 
Association (CCAA) in his first year as head 
coach. With a communicative coaching style, 
and an inspirational outlook on the game, Kinder 
became an HSU coaching legend, winning 
CCAA coach of the year. 
“It’s an unbelievable feeling and we’re so 
excited for what we have accomplished,” Kinder 
said. “We couldn’t have dreamed this would 
happen.” The men’s basketball team is ranked 
third nationally, with a winning record of 25-2 




Initially, Kinder planned to be a high school 
basketball coach. After returning to HSU with a 
graduate-level assistant coaching job, he knew 
he would someday take over HSU’s basketball 
team. “I had a personal expectation to try to win 
as many games as possible, continue the fund- 
raising efforts and to keep the community happy 
with us,” Kinder said. 
Kinder believes the best decision he made 
as head coach is the coaching staff he hired, 
known as the “4 four-headed monster,” ac- 




our home court 
responsibilities,” 
Kinder said. “I’m 
  
LA | pe @ J % is something He Ss committed to the really proud of 
we are ex- ' rAanr the communica- 
(4 141171371177 hry, and tan r QC] > . tremely proud COMMUNITY ANA TO HSU, he tion and con- 
really bleeds green and gold.” ane t ? S i. e < % ® os 
Kinder involved,” Kinder Dan Collen grew up in : ; said. 
San Diego Athletics Director Director Dan 
and attended Collen said this 
Esanito High year’s men’s 
School, where he played basketball. He contin- 
ued playing and picked up the Javelin at Mara 
Costa Junior College before transferring to HSU. 
Kinder played on the 1985 team, under coach 
Tom Wood, when they became CCAA champi- 
  
Coach Steve Kinder watches the Jacks defeat 
other team. Photo Provided by Athletic 
Department 
| game are fun too.” 
basketball season the best records he’s seen in 
the history of HSU under the coaching of Kinder. 
“| could not have asked for a better fit for HSU 
than Steve Kinder for men’s basketball,” he said. 
Kinder worked as assistant coach for 20 years, 
which made for a natural transition to head 
coach.Collen is positive Kinder will continue the 
head coach position. “He’s committed to the 
community and to HSU,” Collen said. “He really 
bleeds green and gold.” 
Assistant director of the Athletics 
Department Tom Trepiak is excited about Kinder 
and the men’s basketball team’s success. 
“Coach Kinder has done a fabulous job leading 
the team to its current level of success,” he said. 
“Kinder always has a high level of enthusiasm, 
not only on the court, but off the court as well.” 
With three young daughters, all involved in 
various sports, and a wife who runs marathons, 
Kinder is always on the move. His passion for 
life, sports and cookie dough ice cream doesn’t 
stop. 
“| love checking in to hotels when we travel 
with the team and watching them enjoy a col- 
lege experience as an athlete,” Kinder said. “The 
celebrations in the locker room after we win a 
Stephanie Giles may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
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Mud flew from the rugby 
players’ feet as they ran across 
the field. Thick rain made it dif- 
ficult to catch the ball. But the 
rain had no effect on Humboldt 
State’s women’s rugby team. 
The team continues its 
winning streak with a victory 
12-0 over University of San 
Francisco. The Jacks had 
great control of the ball from 
the start. They tackled USF’s 
offense and cleared the ball to 
create new plays. Aoibheann 
Cline, Known as “Bean” to her 
teammates, was passed the 
ball. She broke through USF 
defense and grasped for a 
“try”. A try is scored when a 
player reaches the other team’s 
try-zone and touches the ball 




Each try is worth 5 points. 
“We know that they were 
a strong second-half team,” 
said Bean. “So our goal was 
to come out, tear through them 
in the first half and rack up 
those points and just sit on our 
lead and play strong defense.” 
After Bean scored 5 points she 
made a perfect 2-point kick 
to make the score a total of 7 
points. 
The Jacks started their sea- 
son with a hard loss against 
Santa Clara 14-7. The team 
worked hard in practice and 
concentrated on their weak- 
nesses on the field. They have 
improved their performance 
and their winning is certain- 
ly proof of it. Coach John 
Mooney was proud of how 
THEJACKONLINE.ORG 
THE RAIN Can T STOP 
Women's Rugspy 
WINNING STREAK CONTINUES 




   
   
   
    
    
    
   
   
    
   
    
    
   
    
     
      
  
    
much his team had improved. 
“Each week for practice we 
choose something different 
to work on and every time we 
work on it they come out for a 
game and do it.” 
Katelyn Smith, also called 
“Dakota”, was a strong as- 
set for the Jacks. She tackled 
well and prevented USF from 
reaching the goal line. With the 
field muddy and soaked from 
the rain, Lellani Carrera also 
came through for the Jacks by 
kicking the ball clear when San 
Francisco crowded the team’s 
try-zone. It was from one of 
Carrera’s kicks that Bean again 
scored, which made the score 
12-0. She unfortunately did 
not make the 2-point kick. 
By the second half the 
Jacks were up by 12 points 
“We normally have a fast 
back line and that is one of 
our biggest strengths,” said 
Fehrenbach. “Because of the 
rain, that wasn’t really. an op- 
tion for us, the mud definitely 
slowed us down.” Fehrenbach 
gathered a kick from Carrera, 
and ran the ball to the goal 
line for a try. Fehrenbach was 
stopped by the sound of the 
whistle. A penalty was called 
on the Jacks. 
By the end of the match 
sliding the ball was the only 
way to have control of the ball. 
The Jacks celebrated a 
great victory covered in mud. It 
was their third win in a row and 
HSU women’s rugby placed 
second, just behind Santa 
Clara. 
  
Need Help Paying for Child Care? 
we are now enrolling 
in all child care programs 
for more info 
Call 445-9291 
   
  
 Clothing Company 
ome in to the Arcata location 7 tie out our high a 
locally blown glass, and we now cart y brands su ha 
Blazel, lladel Rack, ond MCW. 
Show us your STUDENT ID to save 10% oft 
any glass purchase. 
Hoodie sale 
BUY ANY 2 HUMBOLDT 




   
      
Nichole Parada may be 1642 GST. ARCATA 
contacted at thejack@ (next to Hey Juan Burritos 
humboldt.edu = INeS SAMO NN ALAND 
(707) 822-3090 
HOURS 11-7 everyday 
 
(LEFT) Anna Feick (reaching 
up for the ball) win the line- 
out toss for the Jacks. 
| Nichole Parada 
Ooo 
EUREKA (707) 476-0400 
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Tue. through Thur. 8-12 












A sport that packs stadiums at high schools 
and colleges alike in the East Coast, lacrosse 
culture has trickled westward. Only two Division 
| lacrosse teams and a handful of Division II 
teams lie west of the Mississippi River. “West 
Coast lacrosse is still very small. It is just start- 
ing to gain respect,” said Cesar Lopez, a junior 
midfielder for the Jacks. 
On the chopping block four years ago, the 
Humboldt State University Lacrosse Club has 
seen a complete turnaround. A competitive 
member of the Western Collegiate Lacrosse 
League once again, the team put itself ina 
position to continue growing and improving. In 
booth at the clubs fair.The club is now digital, 
with its own website for prospective students 
and potential players. The team has done more 
than hand out pamphlets to stir interest. It is 
trying to create the same passion the East 
coast holds for the game. “The club has been 
bringing in people who can talk for the history 
of the sport and also educate the kids. Last 
year we had Chief Oren Lyons of the Iroquois 
Confederacy from New York as a guest speak- 
er,” said Coach Silvaggio. 
The oldest and only competition native to 
North America, it’s surprising how little most 
people know about lacrosse. Created and 
2007, Tony played 
Silvaggio by Native 
took over Americans 
as head mainly in the 
dA 
coach. Now W est coast Lacrosse 1: 1S still New England 
a member of area, lacrosse 
thetacrosse Very small. It is just atanbinn £0 _ 'saphysically 
  
League for intense sport 
three years, oa in respect” that com- 
he sees > bines aspects 
a growing of soccer, 
interest on Cesar Lo eZ hockey and 
campus. Junior, miatielder football. Its 
But this popularity 
growth has on the East 
been limited. Coast stems 
“Right now, we have about 13 committed play- 
ers on the team...and there’s at least 30 guys 
who go to school here, have played the game 
before, but have no interest in playing,” said 
Silvaggio. 
This isn’t to say lacrosse is a dying 
sport. The 2010 season saw 12 men’s teams 
and 20 women’s teams make their NCAA de- 
buts. However, spreading the word about the 
sport and recruiting for the team are two differ- 
ent things, the latter being a particular struggle 
for the lacrosse club at HSU. “We’re in the quad 
encouraging people to try out or at least see 
a home match...but it’s really a challenge to 
try and get players to stay in the sport,” said 
Silvaggio. 
Sophomore Tyler Olray picked up the sport 
his freshmen year, after he saw the lacrosse 
from fast-paced, aggressive and high scoring 
matches. Yet, many people living in the West 
coast have never actually seen a full lacrosse 
match.“!I never played Lacrosse before coming 
to HSU...! knew my [Chico] high school had a 
team, but you never really heard about it,” said 
Psychology major Tyler Olray. 
Humboldt State University’s Lacrosse Club 
has seen a revival. Piggybacking on their suc- 
cess and momentum since 2007, the club hopes 
to double their roster and continue growing. 
“We have a pretty young team this year, a lot 
of players who are just now picking up their 
sticks...The sport has done a lot for me, | hope 
it can for the younger players too,” Said Jeff 
Bhuttati, a junior goalie for the Jacks lacrosse 
team. 




   
  




























































    
    
Hey Hikers, 
This week, check out the 
Skunk Cabbage Trail. The 
name alone conjures images 
of musky, dank, swampy path- 
ways through forests. 
Lucky for you, the actual 
Skunk Cabbage Trail is anything 
but that. Leave the parking lot 
and enter a surreal world of de- 
ciduous trees and skunk cab- 
bage. Many things make this 
hike unique, but the absence 
of redwood trees is something 
to take note of. However, lush 
moss-covered spruce = and 








Huge stumps are markers of 
clear-cut logging from the mid 
1900s. Sitka spruce from this 
area was used for making World 
War Il airplanes. The land is now 
part of the Redwoods National 
Park Coastal Trail. Don’t worry 
though, this out-and-back hike 
is good for all levels of ability 
and provides various types of 
scenery. 
About a mile-and-a-half into 
the hike, you will cross Skunk 
Cabbage Creek. Chances are 
you'll smell it before you see 
it, but keep your eyes open 
for a glimpse of a large bed of 
skunk cabbage. The leafy green 
  
tia, ta, a 
Hiking Difficulty Scale 
plants might surprise you with 
glimpses of bright yellow flow- 
ers sprouting from their centers. 
At the two-and-a-half mile 
mark, you’ll come across a 
coastal overlook. Take in the 
sights from about 600 feet up 
before slowly descending down 
over the next mile-and-a-half 
miles to the beach. Turn back 
up into the forest to return the 
way you came. For the adven- 
turous, follow the Coastal Trail 
north along the beach as far as 
you feel comfortable with. 
Derek Lactaoen may be 
contacted at thejack@ 
humboldt.edu 
  
    
 
Length 
8.5 miles       
Distance (miles) 





















Drive north on Highway 101 from Arcata. 
After you pass Orick, you will see a turnoff for Lady Bird Johnson Grove on the 
right. Take the first left immediately after that turnoff. Follow signs to the trailhead.   
NEELY 
AUTOMOTIVE 
-Engine Repairs & Rebuilds 
-Electrical Systems 
-Transmissions, Brakes & Se 
-Heating & Air Conditioning 
-Maintenance & Safety Checks 
-Front End Alignments 
-Computerized State-of-the-Art 
Equipment 
We will work with 
parents over the phone! 
Cail Our Friendly & Experienced Team 
826-0687 
980 5th Street, Arcata 
  
   
     
    
   
    
      
       
FRENDS RODY SHOP 
Specializing in Collision Repair     
    651 Indianola Cutoff 
Between Arcata & Eureka 
(707) 442-2258 
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri 
Family Owned and operated in 
Humboldt County since 1973 
:  UnionLabor * 
bs Force #1596 
> LCAR Certified 
   
 
          
  
So0ris THEJACKONLINE. ORG 
  
. 
FOR EXCLUSIVE CONTENT AND BREAKING NEWS 5 
   
  
ESERVICE= | @HSULumberjack 
Free oil change with set of 4 tires 
upin Moy, 31, 201! facebook.com/HSULumberjack      
1903 Heindon Road, Arcata 
Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm 
Call us anytime! 707.822.1975  
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
SAM to Midnight    
  
    
    
          
        
        
      
      
      
      
    
   
     
On the Plaza 744 Sth Street 
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome 
www.thealibi.com 
    
       
   











Trailer Park Mondays Two For Tuesday 
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, 8am to 2pm 
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs, Buy any breakfast or lunch entree 
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill and get one half price. 
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello opm to 9pm 
Shots, Oly Specials Buy any lunch or dinner entree   
and get one half price. 
Irish Pub Wednesdays Ono Luau Thursdays 
Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops, Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi 
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries, Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia 
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50 Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, 
cents ath Irish Whiskeys Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, 
Mai Tais 
reer) -ee- Upcoming ISIINOWWS ee 
ie PTON sia ety 
    
   
ane Tere Saturday 19 
nae od TananNanee 
ea nal Wr if sd melodic black metal from Whale Gulch) + 
    Sei . 
-CITYSOLE.COM - 
“Free Shipping When You Use 
This Code: STUFRS At Checkout @ 
    
Female Tea r-doom 
— did pout aL AI Ce al cell “comsna DN J Evangelist 
   
        
alae ea Saturday 26 
i nie need 
Slow vga «3 ale duo fre a) + (ex-cicadas, -Black Eyes and Neckties) 






















































    
   
   




Sacrificing for a Solution 
People around the world watch events across North Scarier than the hypocrisy of U.S. policies is the suicidal 
Africa and the Middle East, awed by the force of calls nature of an economy based on oil. The world system is 
for self-determination. Student-led protests demand based on the extraction and consumption of resources, 
rights. Dictatorial governments in Egypt and Tunisia fall. and the key resource is oil. It'd be great if there were 
Gaddafi's regime in Libya continues a bloody battle to limitless resources, but the earth is finite, last we 
maintain control of the country while HSU students gripe checked. 
about gas prices. 
Crisis aside, oil’s not going to get cheaper in coming 
Instability in the most important petroleum-producing decades. It’s going to get harder to extract as reserves 
region in the world causes oil prices to shoot up. This is dry up. What does that mean for a global economy? 
deeper than paying more for gas. It means falling stocks Trade, food, energy—everything is based on oil. The 
in an already struggling economy. It’s not the titans of world’s production system will grind to a halt. That is, 
Wall Street that suffer in that scenario, it’s the half of the unless we take a hard look at reality and change. We 
planet living on less than $2.50 a day. The U.N. Food can't make change, you say? Our brothers and sisters 
Price Index hit a record high in January and that doesn’t in Egypt, Tunisia and Libya would beg to differ. 
account for what damage increased gas prices will do to 
the food market. As supporters of the revolution we need to stop bitching 
about higher gas prices and realize it’s an outcome of 
The situation shines harsh light on some fundamental revolt, a revolt that we believe must continue. 
realities world leaders would rather not acknowledge. 
It's apparent that despite the democratic rhetoric What can be done to change? Tell us online at 
spouted by the United States, U.S. foreign policy thejackonline.org or send your letters to thejack@ 
Supports oppressive regimes in other nations when humboldt. edu. 
economically convenient. It is equally apparent that 
we cannot keep doing this in the information age. 
Demonstrations around the world may mark a new era 
where even the United States government will be held 
accountable. 
Tae LUMBERJACK Want an easier way to contact the Lumberjack? 
Supmission Pouicy 
Send submissions to: Opinion Editor Jordan Sayre at Call or text now to the Lumberjack’s 
lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com Google Voice number. 
Include “Attn: Opinion’ in the subject line or e-mail 
submissions. : 
Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words. 7 07) ay <6 
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words. } oat i » > 
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and 
spelling. 
  
We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity and 
may hold content for any reason. 
New contributors may be given preference over return Send us news tips, comments and questions from contributors. i 
. * ay 4 y (>q* > < >, 
Please include your name, telephone number, city any where, LN CAINE 
of residence, and affiliation with relevant campus or 
community organizations. 
New contributors may be given preference over return 
CONntIbUTON: ; 
LiSU students should provide their major and class 
standing, Photo Submission: 
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and other items. Want to get your photos published? 
ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY 4:00P.M, THE FRIDAY Send them in to lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com. 





mye Littie Secrets 
“Oh boy, tell me your fantasy, tonight I’m dressin 
up for you” Katy Perry, Dressing Up " 
by Catherine Wong 
What's your fantasy? Sexual 
roleplay is when you act out 
a role in a sexual fantasy. 
Your involvement in the role 
depends only on you and your 
partner. The scenario could 
be simple and makeshift (one 
line during foreplay) to detailed 
and elaborate (a full script and 
outfits). Any role can become 
the base material for a sexual 
experience, and there is no limit 
to what objects an individual 
could consider sexual. The 
point of roleplay is to live out a 
personal fantasy. 
Some assert that interest in 
roleplay suggests dissatisfaction 
with their current lover. Why 
should you be fantasizing about 
other scenarios? Shouldn't 
you be happy with your current 
situation? Roleplay is a way 
to escape real-life sexual 
restraints. You can imagine 
yourself in situations that are 
unlikely, if not impossible. It 
does not indicate unfaithfulness. 
Feelings of instant attraction 
to a person outside of the 
relationship is normal. The 
hormone dopamine causes 
those sparks to fly on instinct. 
Picking a scenario for roleplay is 
fairly simple. What turns you on? 
The Lumberjack wants to introduce to you 
a new section this semester: 
7 
eo ees. 
Have you ever wanted to publicly thank the cashier at 
the Depot for being so kind on a day you needed it? 
Or have you wanted to tell off the biker who cut you 
off on your way down B Street? 
Tell them now in less than 60 words. 
Find this new community-based 
section online at: 
www.thejackonline.org. 
Submissions must not identify anyone and are sub- 
ject to edits and review by the Lumberjack editorial 
board. All accepted submissions will appear on the 
website. We will run the best cheers and jeers of the 
week in the print version. 
KZ We Ke Cheers & a  
Nurses? Firemen? According to 
Loveline, 75 percent of women 
fantasize about firemen. There 
are many different types of play. 
Different roles allow for feelings 
of power, guilt and innocence. 
An authority fetish is exactly 
what it sounds like: involving 
authority figures. The Sexy Cop 
or the Hot Teacher. This can 
also tie into uniform fetishes-- 
naughty school girls and doctors 
in coats. Gender play, on the 
other hand, involves people 
acting out a gender different 
from their biological sex. Master- 
slave relationships also exist 
within the roleplay umbrella. 
Rape fantasies also fall under 
this category. If the name of the 
game is non-consent, remember 
your safeword. 
Roleplaying may feel rather 
ridiculous at first. But essentially 
it’s just like acting. You’re 
acting out a character within 
a scene. The key to roleplay 
is commitment. You don’t 
want to abandon ship in the 
middle of your pirate captain 
fantasy do you? Follow-through 
with the character. The more 
convincing your character the 
more accurate your fantasy. 
Actors study their roles before a 
performance. Given that this is 




And All That Jazz 
by T.K. Harris 
As a kid | would look out of the window of m 
mom’s car and see 88 cents per gallon on the fron 
of the gas pump. At the time | didn’t really know what 
that meant. 15 years later gas prices are nearing $4 
per gallon in California. 
The LA Times reports the average cost of gas 
in California is $3.84 per gallon. Not bad compared 
to the 76 gas station down the street from my house, 
which is up to $4.09 per gallon. | haven’t seen other 
gas prices around Arcata, but the word on the street is 
we have the highest in California. 
As an Alaskan, where gas prices are usually 
higher than the rest of America’s gas 
prices, | thought it was funny. California is getting a 
taste of what Alaska deals with. Living here now, | 
don't think it’s funny. It feels like as soon as | moved 
to Arcata gas prices went up. 
So Is there Beng we as a nation can do? For 
our wallets’ sake and the environment’s, we can join 
the recent campaign to drive less. But this is always 
a good idea, high gas prices or not. The idea of the 
campaign is to ride your bike to school, walk to work, 
carpool. Just drive less. 
The safest bet is to prepare for Mad Max times. 
Stock up on leather jackets, spiked bracelets and 
baseball bats. Invest in a dirt bike or a dune buggy. 
And make sure you have lots of containers to carry 
as in, because when it all goes down, he who has 
the gas has the power. 
Cheers 
Cheers to happy places. They remind us to take a breath 
every once in a while. 
Cheers to the KRFH DJ that played my request, made my day 
a million times better! 
Jeers to the people on campus who throw their recyclables in 
the trash cans. No wonder Chico State is winning in diverting 
more waste than HSU! There’s this new thing called holding 
onto your recyclables until you see the appropriate recycle 
receptacle. Try it. Use it. Own it. Live it. 
Jeers to Los Bagels at the Depot for raising prices. 
Cheers to the most amazing roommate in the entire world! 
You make my day brighter and | will surely miss you when we 
have to part and go our separate ways. Just know that you 
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a BOOKS Cf PSST ISSA OSM PISSED FINNS 1 INNS 
= Six Rivers v The Department of World Languages and os 
an Se ee | Planned Parenthood® @ | Ss LL | t Cultures Announces Two Scholarships : 
eee Medical Outreach Team g 
mete a for at or g FRANK WOOD SCHOLARSHIP 2 
seen dele Calne. 2 ne Se ° | iad ie pm ¢ sine a sites C FOR LANGUAGE MAJORS AND MINORS : 
H Arcata Ce ee il oem s BENAVIDES-GARB FAMILY Q < 
WANTED Orfexing tie tellasing services: S TOR ALLA STUDEMTS ACEPEDTO PACE S 
STUDENT BOARD eae GR er eae ar Dirty Cantit gts g AN HSU-APPROVED STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM 5 MEMBE NEEDED: Depo- rovera shots, va Ring o-Ewa patch < ee f 
ae Se fun to : a Loe C Rid : 
o next fall and spring ndacall dt ynp cet) cual j Z 
semesters? Sit on the * Rapid HIV Testing 4S not -, 2 
University Center Board . Pregnancy Testing enon > Pe 
of Directors! There are © Emer: Coda cectipn Cran 6) j.. > ; > 
os re pt Ze Materials due on Friday, April 1, 2011 by 4:00 p.m. 
a two seats available. Gain © Condoms & other supplies 5, - 
= es skills Peale > See our website for more information and S — 
4 apenas eeee era” > other scholarship opportunities: www.humboldt.edu/wlc » 
e decisions on the University v 
| ee and [ g Dr. Valérie Budig-Markin, WLC Scholarship Committee 
SCEVIEES: Sarn olnts, Q 826-3710 or budi humboldt.ed 
Bookstore discounts, L me KER OE OD Be ak one os 
and a free cap & gown at Southeast Astan Cutstne r-----= SS a a a a ee ea ee a 
graduation. Looks great © Thal © (Law © Viednaneee © WANT TO LEARN TO d 
2) ; : i I on a resume! Election Lah es ° a 
packets are available at Friday and Sat S-4-30 pm ; & ; 
eee She 1 It’s not as hard as you might think 4 
DEADLINE TO APPLY: LESSONS AVAILABLE! 
Monday, April 4, 2011, i Glass Gifts Under $20! 1 
@ 4:30 p.m. Visit us I GLASS HOUSE Glasshouse has everything you need to learn: i 
ae ae GLASS BLOWING SUPPLIES Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns 
on the Web at: www. I Eye Wear - Books - DVD's I 
humboldt.edu/uc. For more 3 ; oe ” y : 
information, call Linda ¥ 264 Giuntoli Lane ‘ 
at 826-4878, or email : ‘Covnew of +t & L— Suite B Arcata We Now Repair Broken Glass : is 
lcr7001@humboldt.edu ia: < ed ae Cote BOAO 1 *ROOR \ 
I I 
ACROSS FROM STANTON’S RESTAURANT *PURE 
I q _ |Welcome Back HSU Students! CA$H . ay 
% fg Located in North 1 
* iB Arcata, next to the *BROKEN i 
* eal aha yn GLASS-ON-GLASS 
e 
i FIUNTOH Lane si 3 
' Jason T. Stuan, D.D.S. FAST! EASY! (Don't Give Up On ; 
fe PERSONAL & j Your Favorite Piece) 2 
; Russell L. Davis, D.D.S. TAX REFUND Sa * 
. CHECKS OK! - 
4 ‘ All other types too! A Preventive and Restorative Care seainaaeerren USE YOUR HEAD 
20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays fa | 
Open 
Monday-Saturday *10-6 
1102 5th Street 
950 I Street. Arcata, CA 95521. 822-0525 Bureke * 446.0022         
* arcatastay.com LyrGote Stay 877-822-0935 
LODGING NETWORK ~ 
     
   
  
       
    
        
 
  
   
 
   
# Walk to 10% a | 
‘s Campus and Discount for - " a NORTHTOWN BOOKS 
x the Plaza HSU Families iss - he 957 H Street 
: . Arcata, CA 95521 
In-Town Studios, Network 
| 1,2,3,4Bedroom ay 2 fi — ms Owned by 822-2834 
’ Lodging Options - ee AN ie A as t tp. HSU Alumni Special Orders Welcome 
 At No Extra Charge ARCATA'S FINEST OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS 
FAVORED BY STUDENTS' FAMILIES AND CAMPUS VISITORS    
  
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS 
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS 
é ba) Sun-Thurs: noon - 1 lpm 
of Fri-Sat: noon - lam 
COFFEEHOUSE : 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA 
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS 
